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The book Operating System by Rohit Khurana is an insightful work that elaborates on
fundamentals as well as advanced topics of the discipline. It offers an in-depth coverage of
concepts, design and functions of an operating system irrespective of the hardware used. With
illustrations and examples the aim is to make the subject crystal clear and the book extremely
student-friendly. The book caters to undergraduate students of most Indian universities, who
would find subject matter highly informative and enriching. Tailored as a guide for self-paced
learning, it equips budding system programmers with the right knowledge and expertise. The
book has been revised to keep pace with the latest technology and constantly revising
syllabuses. Thus, this edition has become more comprehensive with the inclusion of several
new topics. In addition, certain sections of the book have been thoroughly revised. Key
Features • Case studies of Unix, Linux and Windows to put theory concepts into practice • A
crisp summary for recapitulation with each chapter • A glossary of technical terms • Insightful
questions and model test papers to prepare for the examinations New in this Edition • More
types of operating system, like PC and mobile; Methods used for communication in clientserver systems. • New topics like: Thread library; Thread scheduling; Principles of
concurrency, Precedence graph, Concurrency conditions and Sleeping barber problem;
Structure of page tables, Demand segmentation and Cache memory organization; STREAMS;
Disk attachment, Stable and tertiary storage, Record blocking and File sharing; Goals and
principles of protection, Access control matrix, Revocation of access rights, Cryptography,
Trusted systems, and Firewalls.
Systems Performance, Second Edition, covers concepts, strategy, tools, and tuning for
operating systems and applications, using Linux-based operating systems as the primary
example. A deep understanding of these tools and techniques is critical for developers today.
Implementing the strategies described in this thoroughly revised and updated edition can lead
to a better end-user experience and lower costs, especially for cloud computing environments
that charge by the OS instance. Systems performance expert and best-selling author Brendan
Gregg summarizes relevant operating system, hardware, and application theory to quickly get
professionals up to speed even if theyve never analyzed performance before. Gregg then
provides in-depth explanations of the latest tools and techniques, including extended BPF, and
shows how to get the most out of cloud, web, and large-scale enterprise systems. Key topics
covered include Hardware, kernel, and application internals, and how they perform
Methodologies for rapid performance analysis of complex systems Optimizing CPU, memory,
file system, disk, and networking usage Sophisticated profiling and tracing with perf, Ftrace,
and BPF (BCC and bpftrace) Performance challenges associated with cloud computing
hypervisors Benchmarking more effectively Featuring up-to-date coverage of Linux operating
systems and environments, Systems Performance, Second Edition, also addresses issues that
apply to any computer system. The book will be a go-to reference for many years to come and,
like the first edition, required reading at leading tech companies. Register your book for
convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See
inside book for details.
Traditional computing concepts are maturing into a new generation of cloud computing
systems with wide-spread global applications. However, even as these systems continue to
expand, they are accompanied by overall performance degradation and wasted resources.
Emerging Research in Cloud Distributed Computing Systems covers the latest innovations in
resource management, control and monitoring applications, and security of cloud technology.
Compiling and analyzing current trends, technological concepts, and future directions of
computing systems, this publication is a timely resource for practicing engineers, technologists,
researchers, and advanced students interested in the domain of cloud computing.
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By staying current, remaining relevant, and adapting to emerging course needs, Operating
System Concepts by Abraham Silberschatz, Peter Baer Galvin and Greg Gagne has defined
the operating systems course through nine editions. This second edition of the Essentials
version is based on the recent ninth edition of the original text. Operating System Concepts
Essentials comprises a subset of chapters of the ninth edition for professors who want a
shorter text and do not cover all the topics in the ninth edition. The new second edition of
Essentials will be available as an ebook at a very attractive price for students. The ebook will
have live links for the bibliography, cross-references between sections and chapters where
appropriate, and new chapter review questions. A two-color printed version is also available.
Unlike some operating systems, Linux doesn’t try to hide the important bits from you—it gives
you full control of your computer. But to truly master Linux, you need to understand its
internals, like how the system boots, how networking works, and what the kernel actually does.
In this completely revised second edition of the perennial best seller How Linux Works, author
Brian Ward makes the concepts behind Linux internals accessible to anyone curious about the
inner workings of the operating system. Inside, you’ll find the kind of knowledge that normally
comes from years of experience doing things the hard way. You’ll learn: –How Linux boots,
from boot loaders to init implementations (systemd, Upstart, and System V) –How the kernel
manages devices, device drivers, and processes –How networking, interfaces, firewalls, and
servers work –How development tools work and relate to shared libraries –How to write
effective shell scripts You’ll also explore the kernel and examine key system tasks inside user
space, including system calls, input and output, and filesystems. With its combination of
background, theory, real-world examples, and patient explanations, How Linux Works will
teach you what you need to know to solve pesky problems and take control of your operating
system.
The widely anticipated revision of this worldwide best seller incorporates the latest
developments in operating systems technologies. Hundreds of pages of new material on a
wealth of subjects have been added. This authoritative, example-based reference offers
practical, hands-on information in constructing and understanding modern operating systems.
Continued in this second edition are the "big picture" concepts, presented in the clear and
entertaining style that only Andrew S. Tanenbaum can provide. Tanenbaum's long experience
as the designer or co-designer of three operating systems brings a knowledge of the subject
and wealth of practical detail that few other books can match. FEATURES\ NEW--New
chapters on computer security, multimedia operating systems, and multiple processor systems.
NEW--Extensive coverage of Linux, UNIX(R), and Windows 2000(TM) as examples.
NEW--Now includes coverage of graphical user interfaces, multiprocessor operating systems,
trusted systems, viruses, network terminals, CD-ROM file systems, power management on
laptops, RAID, soft timers, stable storage, fair-share scheduling, three-level scheduling, and
new paging algorithms. NEW--Most chapters have a new section on current research on the
chapter's topic. NEW--Focus on "single-processor" computer systems; a new book for a followup course on distributed systems is also available from Prentice Hall. NEW--Over 200
references to books and papers published since the first edition. NEW--The Web site for this
book contains PowerPoint slides, simulators, figures in various formats, and other teaching
aids.

A True Textbook for an Introductory Course, System Administration Course, or a
Combination Course Linux with Operating System Concepts merges conceptual
operating system (OS) and Unix/Linux topics into one cohesive textbook for
undergraduate students. The book can be used for a one- or two-semester
course on Linux or Unix. It is complete with review sections, problems,
definitions, concepts, and relevant introductory material, such as binary and
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Boolean logic, OS kernels, and the role of the CPU and memory hierarchy.
Details for Introductory and Advanced Users The book covers Linux from both
the user and system administrator positions. From a user perspective, it
emphasizes command line interaction. From a system administrator perspective,
the text reinforces shell scripting with examples of administration scripts that
support the automation of administrator tasks. Thorough Coverage of Concepts
and Linux Commands The author incorporates OS concepts not found in most
Linux/Unix textbooks, including kernels, file systems, storage devices, virtual
memory, and process management. He also introduces computer science topics,
such as computer networks and TCP/IP, binary numbers and Boolean logic,
encryption, and the GNUs C compiler. In addition, the text discusses disaster
recovery planning, booting, and Internet servers.
After authoring a best-selling text in India, Dhananjay Dhamdhere has written
Operating Systems, and it includes precise definitions and clear explanations of
fundamental concepts, which makes this text an excellent text for the first course
in operating systems.Concepts, techniques, and case studies are well integrated
so many design and implementation details look obvious to the student.
Exceptionally clear explanations of concepts are offered, and coverage of both
fundamentals and such cutting-edge material like encryption and security is
included. The numerous case studies are tied firmly to real-world experiences
with operating systems that students will likely encounter.
A new and extensively revised edition of a popular textbook used in universities,
coding boot camps, hacker clubs, and online courses. The best way to
understand how computers work is to build one from scratch, and this textbook
leads learners through twelve chapters and projects that gradually build the
hardware platform and software hierarchy for a simple but powerful computer
system. In the process, learners gain hands-on knowledge of hardware,
architecture, operating systems, programming languages, compilers, data
structures and algorithms, and software engineering. Using this constructive
approach, the book introduces readers to a significant body of computer science
knowledge and synthesizes key theoretical and applied techniques into one
constructive framework.The outcome is known known as Nand to Tetris: a
journey that starts with the most elementary logic gate, called Nand, and ends,
twelve projects later, with a general-purpose computer system capable of running
Tetris and any other program that comes to your mind. The first edition of this
popular textbook inspired Nand to Tetris classes in many universities, coding
boot camps, hacker clubs, and online course platforms. This second edition has
been extensively revised. It has been restructured into two distinct parts—Part I,
hardware, and Part II, software—with six projects in each part. All chapters and
projects have been rewritten, with an emphasis on separating abstraction from
implementation, and many new sections, figures, and examples have been
added. Substantial new appendixes offer focused presentation on technical and
theoretical topics.
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"This book is organized around three concepts fundamental to OS construction:
virtualization (of CPU and memory), concurrency (locks and condition variables),
and persistence (disks, RAIDS, and file systems"--Back cover.
A thorough examination of Apple's new feature-packed operating system for
those using or planning to use the System 7 operating system.
Software -- Operating Systems.
This book is designed for a one-semester operating-systems course for
advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students. Prerequisites for the
course generally include an introductory course on computer architecture and an
advanced programming course. The goal of this book is to bring together and
explain current practice in operating systems. This includes much of what is
traditionally covered in operating-system textbooks: concurrency, scheduling,
linking and loading, storage management (both real and virtual), file systems, and
security. However, the book also covers issues that come up every day in
operating-systems design and implementation but are not often taught in
undergraduate courses. For example, the text includes: Deferred work, which
includes deferred and asynchronous procedure calls in Windows, tasklets in
Linux, and interrupt threads in Solaris. The intricacies of thread switching, on
both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. Modern file systems, such as
ZFS and WAFL. Distributed file systems, including CIFS and NFS version 4. The
book and its accompanying significant programming projects make students
come to grips with current operating systems and their major operating-system
components and to attain an intimate understanding of how they work.
Back to the Future:In 1981 Alistair Kelman and Richard Sizer wrote a book on the
admissibility and reliability of computer evidence called 'The Computer in Court'
based around an imaginary court case in which a person was wrongly accused of
a crime through the failure of his employer to adopt proper data processing
practices. This is a revised version brought up to date
Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles is intended for use in a oneor two-semester undergraduate course in operating systems for computer
science, computer engineering, and electrical engineering majors. It also serves
as a useful reference for programmers, systems engineers, network designers
and others involved in the design of computer products, information system and
computer system personnel. Operating Systems provides a comprehensive and
unified introduction to operating systems topics. Stallings emphasizes both
design issues and fundamental principles in contemporary systems and gives
readers a solid understanding of the key structures and mechanisms of operating
systems. He discusses design trade-offs and the practical decisions affecting
design, performance and security. The book illustrates and reinforces design
concepts and ties them to real-world design choices through the use of case
studies in Linux, UNIX, Android, and Windows 8. Teaching and Learning
Experience This program presents a better teaching and learning experience-for
you and your students. It will help: Illustrate Concepts with Running Case
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Studies: To illustrate the concepts and to tie them to real-world design choices
that must be made, four operating systems serve as running examples. Easily
Integrate Projects in your Course: This book provides an unparalleled degree of
support for including a projects component in the course. Keep Your Course
Current with Updated Technical Content: This edition covers the latest trends and
developments in operating systems. Provide Extensive Support Material to
Instructors and Students: Student and instructor resources are available to
expand on the topics presented in the text.
[1] Xinu (Computer operating system).
For a one-semester undergraduate course in operating systems for computer
science, computer engineering, and electrical engineering majors. Winner of the
2009 Textbook Excellence Award from the Text and Academic Authors
Association (TAA)! Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles is a
comprehensive and unified introduction to operating systems. By using several
innovative tools, Stallings makes it possible to understand critical core concepts
that can be fundamentally challenging. The new edition includes the
implementation of web based animations to aid visual learners. At key points in
the book, students are directed to view an animation and then are provided with
assignments to alter the animation input and analyze the results. The concepts
are then enhanced and supported by end-of-chapter case studies of UNIX, Linux
and Windows Vista. These provide students with a solid understanding of the key
mechanisms of modern operating systems and the types of design tradeoffs and
decisions involved in OS design. Because they are embedded into the text as
end of chapter material, students are able to apply them right at the point of
discussion. This approach is equally useful as a basic reference and as an up-todate survey of the state of the art.
By using this innovative text, students will obtain an understanding of how
contemporary operating systems and middleware work, and why they work that
way.
This revised and updated Second Edition presents a practical introduction to operating
systems and illustrates these principles through a hands-on approach using
accompanying simulation models developed in Java and C++. This text is appropriate
for upper-level undergraduate courses in computer science. Case studies throughout
the text feature the implementation of Java and C++ simulation models, giving students
a thorough look at both the theoretical and the practical concepts discussed in modern
OS courses. This pedagogical approach is designed to present a clearer, more
practical look at OS concepts, techniques, and methods without sacrificing the
theoretical rigor that is necessary at this level. It is an ideal choice for those interested
in gaining comprehensive, hands-on experience using the modern techniques and
methods necessary for working with these complex systems. Every new printed copy is
accompanied with a CD-ROM containing simulations (eBook version does not include
CD-ROM). New material added to the Second Edition: - Chapter 11 (Security) has been
revised to include the most up-to-date information - Chapter 12 (Firewalls and Network
Security) has been updated to include material on middleware that allows applications
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on separate machines to communicate (e.g. RMI, COM+, and Object Broker) - Includes
a new chapter dedicated to Virtual Machines - Provides introductions to various types of
scams - Updated to include information on Windows 7 and Mac OS X throughout the
text - Contains new material on basic hardware architecture that operating systems
depend on - Includes new material on handling multi-core CPUs Instructor Resources:
-Answers to the end of chapter questions -PowerPoint Lecture Outlines
Over the past two decades, there has been a huge amount of innovation in both the
principles and practice of operating systems Over the same period, the core ideas in a
modern operating system - protection, concurrency, virtualization, resource allocation,
and reliable storage - have become widely applied throughout computer science.
Whether you get a job at Facebook, Google, Microsoft, or any other leading-edge
technology company, it is impossible to build resilient, secure, and flexible computer
systems without the ability to apply operating systems concepts in a variety of settings.
This book examines the both the principles and practice of modern operating systems,
taking important, high-level concepts all the way down to the level of working code.
Because operating systems concepts are among the most difficult in computer science,
this top to bottom approach is the only way to really understand and master this
important material.
This title gives students an integrated and rigorous picture of applied computer science,
as it comes to play in the construction of a simple yet powerful computer system.
Rev. ed. of: Principles of modern operating systems / Jose M. Garrido, Richard
Schlesinger. c2008.
Program construction is about turning specifications of computer software into
implementations. Recent research aimed at improving the process of program
construction exploits insights from abstract algebraic tools such as lattice theory,
fixpoint calculus, universal algebra, category theory, and allegory theory. This textbooklike tutorial presents, besides an introduction, eight coherently written chapters by
leading authorities on ordered sets and complete lattices, algebras and coalgebras,
Galois connections and fixed point calculus, calculating functional programs, algebra of
program termination, exercises in coalgebraic specification, algebraic methods for
optimization problems, and temporal algebra.
For Introductory Courses in Operating Systems in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, and Electrical Engineering programs. The widely anticipated revision of
this worldwide best-seller incorporates the latest developments in operating systems
(OS)technologies. The Third Edition includes up-to-date materials on relevant. OS such
as Linux, Windows, and embedded real-time and multimedia systems. Tanenbaum also
provides information on current research based on his experience as an operating
systems researcher.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Operating Systems
Design and Implementation, 3e , is ideal for introductory courses on computer operating
systems. Written by the creator of Minux, professional programmers will now have the most upto-date tutorial and reference available today. Revised to address the latest version of MINIX
(MINIX 3), this streamlined, simplified new edition remains the only operating systems text to
first explain relevant principles, then demonstrate their applications using a Unix-like operating
system as a detailed example. It has been especially designed for high reliability, for use in
embedded systems, and for ease of teaching.
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The highly praised book in communications networking from IEEE Press, now available in the
Eastern Economy Edition.This is a non-mathematical introduction to Distributed Operating
Systems explaining the fundamental concepts and design principles of this emerging
technology. As a textbook for students and as a self-study text for systems managers and
software engineers, this book provides a concise and an informal introduction to the subject.
This revised introduction to UNIX incorporates material on the text processing tools such as
NROFF, TROFF, V1 editor, MS and MM micro packages, the TBL and EQN preprocessors,
graphics, the PIC preprocessor and the Writer's Workbench. There are also new chapters on
networking, advanced interactive shell usage and the AWK programming language. Other
material has been significantly updated to keep pace with UNIX's expanded versatility and
applicability to a variety of operations. The book uses AT&T's System V Release 2 and
Berkley's Version 4.3.
Systems Programming and Operating SystemsTata McGraw-Hill EducationOperating System,
2nd EditionVikas Publishing House
The most complete, authoritative technical guide to the FreeBSD kernel’s internal structure
has now been extensively updated to cover all major improvements between Versions 5 and
11. Approximately one-third of this edition’s content is completely new, and another one-third
has been extensively rewritten. Three long-time FreeBSD project leaders begin with a concise
overview of the FreeBSD kernel’s current design and implementation. Next, they cover the
FreeBSD kernel from the system-call level down–from the interface to the kernel to the
hardware. Explaining key design decisions, they detail the concepts, data structures, and
algorithms used in implementing each significant system facility, including process
management, security, virtual memory, the I/O system, filesystems, socket IPC, and
networking. This Second Edition • Explains highly scalable and lightweight virtualization using
FreeBSD jails, and virtual-machine acceleration with Xen and Virtio device paravirtualization •
Describes new security features such as Capsicum sandboxing and GELI cryptographic disk
protection • Fully covers NFSv4 and Open Solaris ZFS support • Introduces FreeBSD’s
enhanced volume management and new journaled soft updates • Explains DTrace’s finegrained process debugging/profiling • Reflects major improvements to networking, wireless,
and USB support Readers can use this guide as both a working reference and an in-depth
study of a leading contemporary, portable, open source operating system. Technical and sales
support professionals will discover both FreeBSD’s capabilities and its limitations. Applications
developers will learn how to effectively and efficiently interface with it; system administrators
will learn how to maintain, tune, and configure it; and systems programmers will learn how to
extend, enhance, and interface with it. Marshall Kirk McKusick writes, consults, and teaches
classes on UNIX- and BSD-related subjects. While at the University of California, Berkeley, he
implemented the 4.2BSD fast filesystem. He was research computer scientist at the Berkeley
Computer Systems Research Group (CSRG), overseeing development and release of 4.3BSD
and 4.4BSD. He is a FreeBSD Foundation board member and a long-time FreeBSD committer.
Twice president of the Usenix Association, he is also a member of ACM, IEEE, and AAAS.
George V. Neville-Neil hacks, writes, teaches, and consults on security, networking, and
operating systems. A FreeBSD Foundation board member, he served on the FreeBSD Core
Team for four years. Since 2004, he has written the “Kode Vicious” column for Queue and
Communications of the ACM. He is vice chair of ACM’s Practitioner Board and a member of
Usenix Association, ACM, IEEE, and AAAS. Robert N.M. Watson is a University Lecturer in
systems, security, and architecture in the Security Research Group at the University of
Cambridge Computer Laboratory. He supervises advanced research in computer architecture,
compilers, program analysis, operating systems, networking, and security. A FreeBSD
Foundation board member, he served on the Core Team for ten years and has been a
committer for fifteen years. He is a member of Usenix Association and ACM.
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How social networks, the personalized Internet, and always-on mobile connectivity are
transforming—and expanding—social life. Daily life is connected life, its rhythms driven by
endless email pings and responses, the chimes and beeps of continually arriving text
messages, tweets and retweets, Facebook updates, pictures and videos to post and discuss.
Our perpetual connectedness gives us endless opportunities to be part of the give-and-take of
networking. Some worry that this new environment makes us isolated and lonely. But in
Networked, Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman show how the large, loosely knit social circles of
networked individuals expand opportunities for learning, problem solving, decision making, and
personal interaction. The new social operating system of “networked individualism” liberates
us from the restrictions of tightly knit groups; it also requires us to develop networking skills
and strategies, work on maintaining ties, and balance multiple overlapping networks. Rainie
and Wellman outline the “triple revolution” that has brought on this transformation: the rise of
social networking, the capacity of the Internet to empower individuals, and the always-on
connectivity of mobile devices. Drawing on extensive evidence, they examine how the move to
networked individualism has expanded personal relationships beyond households and
neighborhoods; transformed work into less hierarchical, more team-driven enterprises;
encouraged individuals to create and share content; and changed the way people obtain
information. Rainie and Wellman guide us through the challenges and opportunities of living in
the evolving world of networked individuals.
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